
THE BLENDING PHILOSOPHIES OF LEAN AND AGILE

Some management philosophies should not be mixed. Because the unique flavor of the 
ingredients will get lost in the mix. As well as the benefits.

When Capgemini launched a pilot program for Lean Delivery of services and projects, 
the conscious choice was made not to mix it with other governance or management mod-
els. Capgemini decided on a clean implementation of Lean, respecting and applying its 
distinct fundaments, principles and thinking. Not that this is a transition that can be 
achieved in a simple overnight operation of course...

But does the fact that Lean is a powerful but typical mindset, automatically imply that 
there are no combinations imaginable? Or even combinations that may produce an even 
more powerful end product? I believe not. I believe that Agile thinking, principles and 
methods are more than just aligned with Lean. I am convinced that Lean and Agile are 
blending philosophies.

PART 1: LEAN
Lean is, above all, a set of thinking tools, a collection of interwoven principles. The prin-
ciples form a toolkit of levers that will install a system in which people are enabled to 
faster create better products in a sustainable and respectful way.

But unfortunately Lean is often, and far too much, taken for or bluntly limited to just... 
eliminating waste. Although that is already an undesirable over-focus on one Lean ele-
ment only, it gets even worse when the principle itself is broken, when ‘elimination’ is 
applied to people and not as a mean to improve. The highly popular management sport of 
‘cost cutting’ tends to twist this important Lean practice into denominating people’s work 
as ‘overhead’, i.e. non-valuable. Rendering the people doing that work as... disposable. 

From that misconception it is a long journey to build up an understanding that Lean is 
primarily about respecting People in order to optimize Value and Quality. More about 
creating a context in which people will prosper and perform, than about continuously 
over-stressing the need for results and performance. It invokes the difficult exercise of 
letting go of ‘command and control’, of big boss behavior, micromanagement, over-
planning (to 100% capacity or beyond) and nano assignments. The long journey should 
lead to a deep understanding of the underlying ideas and principles of Lean, to looking 
beyond the formal practices. To the indefinite understanding of the never-ending goal of 
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the mindset and culture that enable and encourage people to 
continuously reflect on their daily work and self-improve.

Let me highlight no more than some major aspects of Lean, 
even in a somewhat condensed way, to make the deeper 
impact of Lean apparent. To present a minimal set of sub-
jects that should be considered, included and answered 
when initiating, or even considering, a transition to Lean. 
And it will become clear how a good implementation of 
Lean will produce remarkable improvements. That will 
even systematically eliminate waste.

PEOPLE
The corner stone of any system that claims to implement Lean are the People. And this 
should be interpreted as every actor of the whole ecosystem involved in or attached to the 
Lean product development/build: customers, workers, teams, suppliers, managers.

All of these people contribute in their own way and by their own 
means to building or developing Products. They are organized in 
a cross-functional way to avoid hand-overs, delays and waiting 
time. They are empowered and self-managing to make decisions. 
They focus on knowledge gathering and constant learning. Man-
agers act as TEACHERS with a GO SEE commitment of going to the 
workfloor to promote the Lean thinking system, to help people under-
stand how to reflect on their work, the products and how to build bet-
ter products. The whole system embodies the spirit of KAIZEN, the 
attitude (!) of continuously minding the process, the product and pos-
sible improvements. Every member of the whole system can STOP 
THE LINE if a problem occurs, so the root of the problem can be 
immediately detected and countermeasures installed. All assuring 
that Quality will be built in to the Product, acknowledging that Quality 
cannot be simply added to a Product after it has been built.

A good hands-on practice for root-cause analysis when an error, a defect or a flaw occurs 
is the 5 WHY’S. Keep looking for the next cause, by investigating the ‘why’ of every next 
answer. Thinking through until the bottom is reached. And it may require more than 5 at-
tempts and the result might be a tree of branched answers...

It has been said, everyone involved in the value chain works in an integrated way. One 
important example of this is, are the relationships with suppliers and external co-workers. 
These relationships are not based upon the traditional approach of large volume pur-
chases, big negotiation rounds and pressuring one another. That’s a process that is not 
only highly disrespectful with regards to the commitment and creativity of the involved 
people. It is also likely to end up with at least one strangled party. And this party will ex-
tend this pressure to internal people creating an highly undesirable and discouraging 
working environment that will prevent improvement, creativity and learning. It’s all 
about building relationships on the sharing of profit (and risk!). Mutual growth. Commu-
nities and CoP-thinking (‘Center of Practice’). Not only cross-departmental, but even 
cross-company.
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WASTE
As stated, Avoiding Waste is preferable over ELIMINATE WASTE. At least it implies a sub-
tle difference in timing on when to act... Furthermore, let’s repeat that ‘Waste’ refers to 
steps in the process, not to disposing of people.

But obviously, no matter how much attention is paid to avoiding it, waste can (and will!) 
creep in. The Kaizen spirit requires all involved people to be committed, aware and criti-
cal in their daily work. Upon that basic attitude, a good tool or practice to actively iden-
tify structural waste is VALUE STREAM MAPPING. All steps and phases in the process of 
going from ‘idea’ to ‘build’ are set out on a timeline. Activities may be labeled as valu-
able or non-value adding, but possibly also as necessary although not directly value-
adding. The Value Ratio can be calculated as the ratio of time spent on Value adding ac-
tivities vs Waste activities. It’s a figure that may serve as a baseline against which im-
provement can be measured. But, like in all improvement activities, there is no definite 
end goal, no final process. The improvement itself is the goal. An example of how focus-
ing on the thinking will result to better products.

INVENTORY, WIP AND FLOW
Lean strives for continuity and flow. Overproduction of materials is disrespectful as it 
forces people to do work that is not used. But it also disrupts flow and may delay the dis-
covery of quality issues. Lean says to limit ‘Work in Progress’ (and costly inventory) by 
producing only materials when there is a PULL signal from the next steps in the process in 
a ‘Just in Time’ mode.

A KANBAN is a physical signal card that is attached to an inventory of parts. New parts 
are only produced when enough materials have been used for the signal card to appear.

The Kanban software method as promoted by the Limited WIP 
Society revolves around this practice. It uses Kanban cards to 
holds user requirements or software demands to optimize the 
flow that ends in working software. The physical cards are 
placed on a Kanban board. The board visualizes the process by 
showing the various states of the work items with limits to the 
work-in-progress. The limits prevent pushing work down the 
process and disrupting the flow. Work can only be taken in on a 
pull base. Metrics are collected upon the flow of the work and 
the changes on the board, are processed and visualized in dia-
grams and charts. The Cycle Time is the total time required to 
complete a work item after entering the process and 
is an important factor for predictability. A Whole 
Team focuses on optimizing flow by removing piled 
up work, thus safeguarding the overall cycle time.

Design and tuning of a Kanban board allows engi-
neering and adaptation of the process, the distinc-
tion between various work types and is open for 
specific lanes across the columns.
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REFERENCES
There is actually no definite, full-blown, one-size-fits-all, unified, silver bullet Lean proc-
ess with phases, roles, definitions, artifacts, deliverables, etc. A Lean process must be de-
signed upon the principles and the thinking, and constantly tuned to the actual situation. 
It’s about adaptiveness. There is no standard Lean process template to be copied.

I personally advise reading the Lean Primer PDF, by Craig Larman and 
Bas Vodde, to have a quick, but still profound overview of Lean. In 
this paper the authors stick to the thinking without bombing the reader 
with details on business or industrial domains, areas and methods. 
Their paper always proves to be a great reminder of the basics and has 
been an important source of inspiration for above descriptions. If you 
can spend some more time, check out their books on the subject.

With regards to software development, Mary and Tom Poppendieck 
have done a tremendous job in applying and interpreting all Lean aspects from manufac-
turing to software processes and software products.
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PART 2: AGILE

In general, companies and customers refer to organizational problems when expressing 
the desire ‘to be Lean’. And if they want ‘to be Agile’, they are likely to refer to software 
development. Hoping for some magical, off-the-shelf implementation of thé one-and-only 
(silver bullet?) Agile solution to all their problems.

Responding that “Agile as such does not exist” may be a good start in explaining that Ag-
ile is a way of thinking and that a transformation beyond the borders of the software de-
velopment department is required for real and lasting benefits. An entire organization will 
prosper from adopting the Agile mindset of empiricism and adaptiveness. Frequent IN-
SPECT & ADAPT cycles will challenge every status quo and assure continuous learning 
while active Business Involvement optimizes BUSINESS VALUE in turbulent enterprise, 
business and market circumstances. Software development in particular is finally ac-
knowledged as a creative and complex activity by and for PEOPLE. And Agile allows to 
finally stop trying to predict the unpredictable, as its practices incorporate dealing with 
answers, solutions and competing ideas that emerge while building software.

THE ORIGINS OF AGILE
An evolutionary approach to software development is not 
new. Craig Larman has extensively described the histori-
cal predecessors of Agile in his book “Agile & Iterative 
Development - A manager’s guide”. But the label ‘Agile’ 
itself dates from early 2001, when 17 software develop-
ment leaders gathered at the Snowbird ski resort in Utah. 
They assembled to discuss their views on software devel-
opment in times that there was a tendency to replace fail-
ing traditional (waterfall) approaches with heavy-weight 
RUP implementations. In times that these leaders were 
doing things quite differently with methods like Scrum, 
eXtreme Programming, Adaptive Software Development, 
Crystal, Feature Driven Development, DSDM, etc.

The gathering resulted in assigning the label ‘Agile’ to the common principles, beliefs 
and thinking of these leaders and methods. They were published as the Agile Manifesto.

DEFINITION OF AGILE?
Fortunately, ‘Agile’ is more tangible than the thinking tools, the origin of the word and 
the Agile Manifesto suggest. I describe Agile by following key characteristics:

Business-People. Agile is not driven by a predictive plan, but by Business involve-
ment and priorities. People are respected for their creativity, intelligence and self-
organizing capabilities to understand and resolve a problem without tons of ceremony;

Facilitation. Agile Teams are facilitated by servant-leadership management with 
overall objectives and a context of subtle control, rather than being assigned on a daily 
base to executable micro-tasks in a command-and-control style;

Iterative-Incremental. Agile processes are defined and require high discipline to 
build products piece by piece (incremental), while frequently revisiting built pieces 
(iterative) to expand, improve and adapt them and assuring the overall integrity;
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Success and Progress are measured upon actual Business Value of Working Software 
at the end of every timeboxed iteration. Not by compliancy with predictive plans, 
milestones, documents, hand-overs, signatures, approvals or other ceremonies;

Change. New or evolving opinions and priorities are at the heart of an Agile process. 
Such EMERGING REQUIREMENTS are not disruptive, and what was known as ‘change’ 
has been... evaporated.

Agile processes mitigate risk and deliver Value by slicing the time in timeboxed iterations 
with working builds of negotiated software at the end of every iteration.

Agile still requires the application of all normal IT activities (Analysis, Design, Coding 
and Testing). But in Agile these activities are fundamentally re-organized. They are per-
formed in an incremental and parallel way on a daily basis. The goal of such integrated, 
cross-functional approach is BUILT-IN QUALITY and prevention of defects, rather than 
attempting to establish quality in a post-process stage. Knowing that lacking quality can-
not be added to a finished product. Not to speak of delays and budget increases.

BLENDING PHILOSOPHIES
Beyond the clear similarities in Lean and Agile thinking, Agile has distinct practices that 
match the main Lean principles.

There are no less than 3 major approaches to ELIMINATE WASTE:

1. Potentially unused inventories of requirements, hard-coded plans, designs, etc. are not 
produced upfront. No more than the next, highest priority work is detailed appropri-
ately. A Team will PULL in the amount of highest priority work they deem feasible for 
an iteration, commit to it and start delivering it using techniques for progressive learn-
ing and continuous improvement.
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2. Partially done work, another important type of waste, won’t pile up as the goal of an 
iteration is to produce a working increment of product. No undone work is included at 
the end of an iteration. The overall KAIZEN thinking, and its explicit daily Inspect & 
Adapt implementation, mostly a stand-up meeting, prevents taking up new work while 
undone work remains in the iteration. 

3. Active Business Involvement prevents 
the production of unwanted or invalu-
able requirements. Because only 20% of 
product functions are regularly used, this 
represents an enormous waste of effort 
and budget. It is highly disrespectful that 
people should spend their time on it. 
But, as only work pulled into an iteration 
is expected to remain stable, Business 
can continuously adapt to Value expecta-
tions and make gigantic savings.

A SHARED VISUAL WORKSPACE facilitates fast decisions, high interaction and short com-
munication lines, but will also contain Information Radiators. Task Board, Team defini-
tions, agreements and process artifacts like Backlogs and Burndown graphs are made 
visible. Preferably even posted on the room walls. Agile Teams post this information to 
share it and use it to inspect and adapt. This transparency, unfortunately, can be abused. 
Regularly, in a situation where progress is less than expected or hoped for, commitment is 
forced into a contract. This undermines the foundation to being Agile. And specifically it 
will cause an infringement on SUSTAINABLE PACE. Thus endangering product quality.

In order to DELIVER FAST every iteration is timeboxed and at the end of every iteration 
only usable, working software is shown, holding the promise to launch it ‘as is’ into pro-
duction. The software is reviewed with all stakeholders in order to gather feedback, re-
marks, improvements and enhancements. On top of this product inspection, an Agile 
Team will hold a retrospective meeting to look for other improvements that will be intro-
duced in the next iteration. This does however not impede a STOP THE LINE call of each 
Team member during the iteration.

Agile implements OPTIMIZING THE WHOLE by demanding that Business prepares and 
prioritizes work, and takes active part in the technical build process. But it is also re-
quired that all skills are onsite available to turn ideas, options and requirements into 
working software in an iteration. This automatically optimizes the Value Stream because 
traditional waiting activities like hand-overs and external decisions are eliminated. There 
are no macro hand-overs typical to a sequential organization in large blocks of work 
packages, but also no micro hand-overs within the collectively responsible Team. And, 
finally, the cross-functional eco-system includes a process master/mentor who will act as 
a MANAGER-TEACHER, i.e. manages the process (not the people), teaches the people and 
facilitates the Team by removing impediments.
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AUTHOR
Gunther Verheyen (gunther.verheyen@capgemini.com) joined Cap-
gemini Belgium in 2010. Although a member of the Microsoft Service 
Line within the Application Services department, Gunther’s objective is 
to establish an Agile practice across the whole company locally. Gunther 
is community leader of the Agile/Scrum community of Belgium, and the 
international Capgemini Agile Leader for Scrum. He represents the 
company in the Board of the Agile Consortium Belgium, that was co-
founded by Capgemini in 2009.

Gunther is Certified ScrumMaster since 2004 and is, since the incep-
tion in 2009, strongly engaging in the Scrum.org platform of Scrum 
co-founder Ken Schwaber, where he achieved the certificate of Pro-
fessional Scrum Master level II. Gunther designed the Capgemini 
ScrumPlus wrapper framework as an implementation of the Scrum 
pattern for (fixed price) projects. This framework is based upon the 
notion of negotiable scope, while including additional controls like Product Backlog 
tools, extra roles, an explicit engineering philosophy and some lightweight deliverables.

In 2011, the Belgian Capgemini management decided to standardize on this framework. 
Gunther is therefore mastering a company-wide program for Scrum trainings, certifica-
tion and coaching, which is being adopted by other countries as well.

Gunther is a contributor to the Capgemini Technology Blog. Follow Gunther on Twitter 
as @Ullizee or check his personal blog at http://ullizee.wordpress.com.
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